Susan Szymanski Liguori

One of my CPE supervisors once asked me, “Can you ever accept that you are good enough?” Stunned and moved to tears, my response was, “I wish I could. It hurts to feel that I must be perfect in order to be loved.” That was a turning point in my spiritual and pastoral development. I felt accepted for who I was, an experience that was unusual for me in my perfection-seeking relationships in family and business. Accepting this freely-offered gift of grace helped me feel closer to God and others. My pastoral care skills developed in intimacy and acceptance. I’ve since found that I have grounded my supervisory practice in a theology of grace, lifting up the belief that God believes us to be good enough and deserving of grace and blessing as we are. In so doing, I’ve been able to accept and offer grace to myself, to God, and to my students.

My supervisory practice is based on the theology of grace. The theologian whose writing most informs my theoretical position is Karl Rahner, SJ, a
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prominent Catholic theologian of the twentieth century. His writing regarding the role grace plays in our relationship with God, self, and others resonates with my experience of grace in my own life and pastoral and supervisory work. In addition, Roman Catholic theologians Elizabeth Johnson and Margaret Farley inform my supervisory practice. Johnson, a feminist theologian, illuminates the inclusiveness of God’s love for all humankind. Her insight into the ability of different theologies to “unlock the unsuspected presence of the gracious divine mystery” helps me to work with students and patients with other belief systems. Farley, a medical ethicist, articulates a theology of compassionate respect which helps widen my heart and mind to care for people in their own unique cultural contexts.

Theology of Grace

I understand grace from Catholic teaching, as “favor, the free and undesired help that God gives us to respond to God’s call to become children of God.” As such, grace depends entirely on God’s gratuitous initiative—a self-giving. I further understand grace from a twentieth century transcendental perspective as “supernaturally existential,” the condition that God creates within us that allows us to welcome God. I experience grace as acceptance of who I am as I am, imperfections included. Grace is my saying “yes” to God, and yes to loving others even with their own imperfections. For me, grace is necessary in order to live the challenge and blessing to “love God, and love self and neighbor.” One gift of God’s own self is grace. Grace is the loving presence of God dwelling in the heart of our existence. God is not a distant being but a transcendent holy Mystery engaged in all the realities of the world. One’s relationship with God can be given credible form only in unconditional love of self and neighbor.

Grace is experienced through relationships and is, therefore, foundational to self-acceptance, as well as pastoral interventions and supervisory relationships. God gives grace to us as we are, through our everyday experiences of love, faith, and hope as they play out through our own familial and cultural circumstances. Grace respects freedom in relationship. Grace is a constant feature of our experience, given freely and perfectly. God does not force us to receive love or to accept holy presence. Rather, God invites us to risk moving ever closer. Our movement toward or away from holy Mystery is calibrated to a large degree by our ability to trust and by our emotional and spiritual maturity. My understanding of our relationship with God par-
allels my understanding of personality development and family-systems
taking. We often resist and fear vulnerability. Yet, the more we trust, the
deeper our relationship with God, and others, becomes.

The way I understand persons as creatures in relationship with God
is that all persons are children of God, created in God’s image.6 The sacred
story tells us God regards humanity as “very good”7—not perfect, yet very
good. Our ongoing longing for a deeper relationship with God was classi-
cally understood as “our hearts are restless until they rest in God.”8 Rah-
ner’s understanding of our relationship with God begins with the “subject,”
focusing on the person not as a mere object but as a human subject with in-
teriority, a thinking mind, and freedom to choose.9 This means that the quest
for God begins inside the person; it is internal to our lives.

Our relationship with God is characterized by God creating us with
an inherent structure toward the divine through the gratuitous gift of grace.
“Restlessness” is then understood as our own curiosity. We do not know
something, so we ask. This dynamism in the human spirit drives us to-
ward wanting to know more, thereby expanding our connection with our
own depths and with the wider world. Rahner describes the basic condi-
tion of human nature in this way: “the human spirit is characterized by an
unrestricted drive toward the truth, which is ultimately boundless. In every
question we ask, we transcend the immediate point and reach dynamically
for something more...human beings are oriented toward boundless truth.”10

Our relationship to the divine, described by Rahner as grounded in
the abyss of ineffable Mystery, means that we cannot know the fullness of
God. At best, we know something about God and our relationship with
God through the concrete experiences of our lives, especially through the
care shown to us by others. Existential moments in which we know God are
when we “curiously question and freely love, desire happiness, know lone-
liness, doubt, resist injustice, plan projects to benefit others, act respon-
sibly, remain faithful to conscience under pressure, are amazed at beauty, feel
guilt, rejoice, grieve death, and hope in the future.”11

**Grace in Action**

This understanding of persons as children of God informs my supervisory
strategy. For instance, I intentionally invite God into my supervisory and
pastoral relationships through prayer. I accept who I am with my shortcom-
ings and forgive myself for mistakes. I challenge myself to recognize each
student’s uniqueness, including his/her belief system, life experience, and problems with learning. I approach the supervisory relationship by welcoming and affirming the goodness in each student. The common ground of our supervisory relationship is that we are all children of God. This provides a place where we can join together in order to explore our differences. Grace prompts me to be open to and curious about my students and to accept them as they are through compassion and respect. I rejoice with them when they experience growth.

As CPE supervisor, I seek to help students and myself extend grace to ourselves when we stumble in our interactions with one another. I create as best I can a good enough holding environment in which they feel secure enough to risk vulnerability. I share my vulnerability, within appropriate boundaries, in order to model for them my willingness to trust and be vulnerable. I am aware that I can sometimes be impatient or judgmental and when aware of this, I work very hard not to allow these qualities to come into play. With grace, I treat my students as good enough without judging them against the standard of perfectionism. I am gracious when I give beyond what is technically required in the learning contract and when I forgive mistakes and celebrate moments of discovery. I realize that experiencing self as a “good enough child of God” may be difficult for some because of their own life experiences and cultural circumstances. My solid faith and experience of faith helps me help students develop their theology of pastoral care. Caring for the students requires maintaining boundaries as well, such as holding students to program requirements, challenging them to work toward goals, and refraining from doing for them what they can do for themselves.

My supervision of EG is a good example of the application of grace in supervision. EG is a married, male, Episcopal seminarian in his mid-twenties who took CPE to fulfill an academic and ordination requirement. He was relatively unmotivated and resistant and I was not certain how best to make him feel secure enough to risk vulnerability. For instance, EG was reluctant to engage in self-reflection, fearing in his own words, that what he would discover would be ugly. He also had concerns about his relationship with God, fearful that he was not good enough for God to love. In addition to verifying that EG was seeing a therapist, I suggested that meeting with a spiritual director while taking CPE might also be advisable. That way he would have someone to serve as a companion as he explored the nature of his relationship with God. I worked with him during many individual supervisions focusing on his understanding of grace, his willingness to ac-
cept and love himself as good enough, and his ability to risk being curious about himself. He trusted me as a guide on this exploration. As his self-acceptance improved, his defenses lowered. This meant that during verbatim discussions, he spent less energy berating himself and more listening to feedback. The more he accepted himself as good enough student, the more he extended himself in pastoral care. He was able to apply the principle of grace toward his patients, seeing the uniqueness of each. EG said in the exit interview that his greatest learning came from my being “willing to be vulnerable and walk in that path with students.” From this, he said he learned that “vulnerability is power” rather than weakness.

When I see suffering in a student like EG, I remind myself that suffering is, for all of us, inescapable. Jesus’ violent death on a cross placed the infinite mystery of God in solidarity with all vulnerable creatures. For Rahner, the motive for the incarnation was so that God, who is love, could enter into deep personal union with the beloved. To me this means that to accept self also means to accept pain, suffering, responsibilities, and limitations. Sometimes we cause pain and suffering to others. When we do, we have the option to ask for and to receive forgiveness. We can also choose to forgive, which is an act of charity for ourselves, freeing us from the burden of indifference. Suffering is neither welcome nor something we seek. Yet, as Farley states, suffering has the power “to hold us so that we cannot avoid the reality of the sufferers or the reality of ourselves. Insofar as we genuinely behold it, it awakens in us a moral response—to alleviate it, ameliorate it, prevent it in others or, if none of this is possible, to become a companion and literally bear with the sufferer in love and respect.” Compassionate respect is an attitude of the heart that guides my actions with those who are suffering. As Farley describes it, compassionate respect is a “way of seeing the concrete reality of those who are in need.”

The Journey toward God: Suffering and Mystery

The theology of grace and suffering informs my supervision in that my students exercise free will in making decisions regarding their commitment to education and interaction with others. I cannot control their engagement or learning. I intentionally establish and maintain a good enough holding environment in which students can trust enough to risk vulnerability while dealing with the anxiety, resistance, and other inhibitors to relationship and learning. As they develop appropriate connection and trust with the group
and with me, they feel freer to explore the unknown aspects of self, relationship with the Holy, and pastoral care.

My theological understanding and personal experience of suffering enables me to be with the students who feel burdened by their struggles with patients. I help students stay with their feelings to discover what personal wounds are ready for healing and which stories are ready for exploring for meaning. I challenge them to draw on their spiritual resources, empowering them to cope and even to grow because of their suffering. I draw upon my own experiences of grace and suffering to be open to their experiences and the students do likewise in their practice of pastoral care.

My religious heritage is a theistic understanding, based on the teachings of my faith. Others have different theistic and non-theistic understandings of the transcendent. I draw upon Elizabeth Johnson’s theological perspective that expands the boundaries of the “garden of the transcendent.” This supports my conviction that grace, which supports us in loving God and neighbor as self, is consistent with the ACPE’s culture and mission of respecting the dignity of persons of diverse cultures, ethnic groups, and faith traditions as we practice spiritual care and supervision. Neighbor means global neighbor: all genders, all races, ethnicities, and belief systems. This broad perspective of neighbor is essential in interfaith ministry and in working with students from diverse cultural contexts. Grace assists me in supervising students with belief systems different than mine. My own strength in faith helps me assess what may be happening with the students as they grapple with understanding and living their belief systems. I am, as they are, the beloved, yet imperfect creature of God. I seek, as do they, meaning in life. I have an understanding of others as they struggle and rejoice in faith. I strive to be gracious in my relationship with the students as we engage in the learning process and practice of pastoral care. I encourage students to be gracious as well, to see themselves and others as we imagine God sees us.

One criticism I have of my faith tradition is that it uses limited language for the ineffable, incomprehensible mystery that is God. Johnson provides a rich abundance of descriptions and images for imagining God, which widens the space within which the Holy can be known. Feeling free to regard God in more intimate terms has brought me closer to God and enriched my regard of humans as truly beloved. This inclusive God is large enough to hold the diversity of humankind. It is even large enough to hold the leadership of my Church, who often evoke painful feelings for me. Furthermore, Johnson opens up an understanding of a God that embraces the different
theologies and belief systems in our multicultural world, to “illuminate and unlock the unsuspected presence of the gracious divine mystery...each particular approach amplifies the meaning of the whole, like different gateways opening into the one garden. Together these gateways offer us glimpses of the living God.” This insight guides my work with students and patients with other belief systems. Metaphorically speaking, students and I can walk along together into the one garden of the divine mystery. The critical purchase of my taking this theological stance is that it can seem relativist, which I am not. As Christian, I hold in tension the recognition of God as divine mystery with the teaching that Jesus is the only pathway to God. I cope with this tension by trusting that the ultimate truth is in the hands of the Divine.

Compassionate Respect

Margaret Farley offers a powerful critique of all majority religions, Catholicism included. We may fail to regard the dignity of persons, whether religious or not, if we fail to use compassionate respect in responding to the needs of others. Compassionate respect is the mode for relating with persons of all cultures and faiths, taking into conscious consideration the specific concrete reality of each person rather than how we wish they were. According to Farley, compassion and respect are “conducive to the widening of our hearts and minds in relationship to God and neighbor, that is, they are a means to love and to action.” Compassionate respect requires that we care for persons in the contexts of their relationships and their unique set of circumstances.

Two aspects of my cultural context that I bring as “use of self” in the interplay with others’ journeys in the multi-cultural, multi-faith environment are family of origin and socio-economic circumstances. My father died when I was two. Being raised in a rural, blue-collar family without a father meant having limited resources and limited access to a male world of authority. I experienced support and care from my mother and one brother with whom I was particularly close—and this is something that I draw on to show others how they can connect with sources of love and support. I carry the sadness of the absence of my father. I resonate with those who are sad and angry with distant or absent loved ones. I have become an upper middle-class, educated, married woman—circumstances very different from the context in which I was raised. Although spared great suffering, I have had the pain of feeling undervalued as the only sister among three brothers, unacceptable as a female executive in a male-dominated business world, and isolated as I prepared for
ministry. These experiences help keep me attuned to students who are undergoing similar experiences of suffering or who touch into their own pain as they encounter patients. I help them explore the meaning of their suffering and encourage them to draw on resources for strength, comfort, and hope.

My supervisory relationship with student, MD, exemplifies the interplay between her set of cultural circumstances and my own. MD is an African American woman, married, with one child with special needs. I was aware of how her uncertainty about being accepted by her CPE peers and supervisors was causing her anxiety. MD was from modest means. She served in the Army reserves in order to pay for her college education. She was taking a second unit of CPE to advance toward certification as a chaplain, thus widening her career choices. MD was somewhat uncomfortable in the predominately Caucasian culture of our hospital setting. She was concerned about being both racially and theologically different from her peers and supervisors. Through respectful interactions with her peers and I, which indicated acceptance and interest, her trust of the group grew. During class and individual supervision discussions, MD shared issues that surfaced from past experiences of discrimination and her relationships with staff, patients, as well as the group, grew stronger. She became curious and willing to share and listen, which helped her to open to the pastoral experience. Sadly, MD left 4 weeks into the 30-week program in order to more closely manage her son’s care and education. I will never know, but often wonder, if any portion of her decision to leave was based on her feeling “different.” I welcomed her and wanted to learn from her about her cultural context. Even so, I cannot know how my unconscious prejudices may have impacted our relationship.

Conclusion

Grace is the core of my being. Grace helps me accept myself and others as we are. Grace is the basis for all interpersonal relationships. Grace helps us risk vulnerability as we relate to self and others with openness, acceptance, and trust. This helps us challenge and support one another in the learning environment. The dynamic process of CPE opens the way for supervisor and students to learn more about themselves, which parallels our ability to care for others. As supervisor, I find it gratifying to participate in that self-exploration relative to God. One student described her discovery as “feeling as if space has been opened within me, making room for deeper understanding of myself, more connection with others, greater ability to hold more of my
emotions, and a broadening of my intellectual, emotional, and spiritual self.” Considering outcomes such as this, CPE and the supervision of students is, for me, a partnership with God and an exciting and gratifying journey.
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